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Abstract
Considering the increasing availability of structured machine processable knowledge in the context of the Semantic
Web, relying only on purely deductive inference may be limiting [11]. This work proposes a new method for similaritybased class-membership prediction in Description Logic
knowledge bases. The underlying idea is based on the concept of propagating class-membership information among
similar individuals; it is non-parametric in nature, and characterised by a promising time complexity (making it a potential candidate for transductive and inductive reasoning
on large and Web-scale knowledge bases).

1. Introduction and Motivation
Standard Semantic Web (SW) reasoning services rely on
purely deductive inference; however, this kind of inference
may be infeasible on large-scale and Web-scale knowledge
bases. Also, it does not exploit statistical regularities in
data; knowledge is inherently incomplete and knowledge
bases suitable for deductive inference may be expensive to
engineer. For a reasonable SW [8], approximate deductive and inductive inference are being discussed as possible alternatives to purely deductive inference [11]. Various
approaches to extend inductive inference methods towards
SW formalisms have been proposed in SW literature: inductive (and transductive) methods can perform some sort
of approximate and uncertain reasoning and derive conclusions which are not derivable or refutable from the knowledge base [11]. This work proposes an approach to transductive inference in Description Logic (DL) representations:
the underlying idea is to spread class-membership information among similar individuals.

2. Related Work and Preliminaries
A variety of approaches have been proposed in literature for
class-membership prediction, either discriminative or generative [9]. Informally speaking, generative methods aim at
modelling the probability distribution P (X, Y ) underlying instances X and their labels Y , while discriminative methods
aim at predicting, for a generic instance x ∈ X, whether
P (y | x) ≥ 0.5 (binary classification case).

2.1 Discriminative Methods
Some of the approaches proposed for solving the classmembership problem are similarity-based. For instance,
methods relying on the k-Nearest Neighbours (k-NN) algorithm are discussed in [4]. Kernel-based algorithms have
been proposed for various learning tasks from DL-based
representations. This is possible thanks to the existence of
a variety of kernel functions, either for concepts or individuals (such as [2, 6]); by (implicitly) projecting instances into
an high-dimensional feature space, kernel functions allow
to adapt a multitude of machine learning methods to structured representations. SW literature includes methods for
inducing robust classifiers [5] or learning to rank [7] from
DL knowledge bases.

2.2 Generative Methods
For learning from formal ontologies, a generative approach
has been discussed in [12]. In this work, each individual
is associated to a latent variable which influences its attributes and the relations it participates in. A quite different
approach is discussed in [10]: this work focuses on learning
theories in a probabilistic extension of the ALC DL named
CR ALC, using DL refinement operators to efficiently explore
the space of concepts.

2.3 Semi-Supervised/Transductive Learning
Classic discriminative learning methods ignore unlabelled
instances. However, real life scenarios are usually characterized by an abundance of unlabelled instances and a
few labelled ones [15]. This may also be the case for
class-membership prediction from formal ontologies: classmembership relations may be difficult to obtain during ontology engineering tasks (due to availability of domain experts) and inference (deciding instance-membership may
have an intractable time complexity in some languages).
Using unlabelled instances during learning is generally
known in the machine learning community as SemiSupervised Learning [3, 15] (SSL). If the marginal distribution of instances PX is informative with respect to the conditional probability distribution P (Y | x), accounting for unlabelled instances during learning can provide more accurate
results [3, 15]. A possible approach is including terms dependent from PX into the objective function. This results in
the two fundamental assumptions [3]:

• Cluster assumption – The joint probability distribution
P (X, Y ) is structured in such a way that points in the
same cluster are likely to have the same label.
• Manifold assumption – Assume that PX is supported
on a low-dimensional manifold: then, P (Y | x) varies
smoothly, as a function of x, with respect to the underlying structure of the manifold.
We will discuss a similarity-based, non-parametric method
for estimating missing class-membership relations, with potentially interesting time complexity characteristics. This
method is discriminative in nature, but also accounts for unknown class-membership during learning.
We will face a slightly different version of the classic classmembership prediction problem, namely transductive classmembership prediction. We formalise the transductive
class-membership prediction problem as a cost minimisation problem: given a set of training individuals IndC (K)
whose class-membership relation to a target concept C is
either known or unknown, find a function f ∗ : IndC (K) →
{+1, −1} defined over training individuals and returning a
value +1 (resp. −1) if the individual likely to be a member
of C (resp. ¬C), minimizing a given cost function.

3. Propagating Class-Membership Information
Among Individuals
This section discusses a graph-based semi-supervised [15]
method for class-membership prediction from DL representations. The proposed method relies on a weighted semantic similarity graph, where nodes represent positive,
negative and neutral examples of the transductive classmembership prediction problem, and weighted edges define similarity relations among such individuals.
More formally, let K be a knowledge base, IndC (K) a set
of training individuals with respect to a target concept C in
K, and Y = {−1, +1} a space of labels each corresponding to a type of class-membership relation with respect to C.
Each training individual a ∈ IndC (K) is associated to a label,
which will be +1 (resp. −1) if K |= C(a) (resp. K |= ¬C(a)),
and will be unknown otherwise, thus representing an unlabelled instance. For defining a cost over functions f ∈ F,
the proposed method relies on regularization by graph: the
learning process aims at finding a labelling function that is
both consistent with given labels, and changes smoothly
between similar instances (where similarity relations are encoded in the semantic similarity graph). This can be formalised through a regularization framework, using a measure of the consistency to the given labels as a loss function, and a measure of smoothness among the similarity
graph as a regulariser. Several cost functions have been
proposed in SSL literature. An appealing class of functions,
from the side of efficiency, relies on the quadratic cost criterion framework [3, ch. 11]: for this class of functions, a
closed form solution to the cost minimisation problem can
be found efficiently (subsection 3.2).

3.1 Constructing a Semantic Similarity Graph
A semantic similarity graph encodes similarity relations between individuals in a formal ontology. It can be represented as a weight matrix W, where the value of Wij encodes the strength of the similarity relation between two
training instances xi and xj . W can be obtained either as
a Nearest Neighbour (NN) graph (where each instance is
connected to the k most similar instances in the graph, or
to those with a distance under a radius ). When empirically
evaluating the proposed method, we used the dissimilarity
relation among individuals within a DL knowledge base described in [11], since it does no constrain to any particular
class of DLs.

3.2 Quadratic Cost Criteria
In quadratic cost criteria [3, ch. 11], the original label space
{−1, +1} (binary classification case) is relaxed to [−1, +1].
This allows to express the confidence associated to a labelling (and may give an indication about P (Y | x)). For
such a reason, in the proposed method, the labelling functions space F will be relaxed to functions of the form f :
IndC (K) 7→ [−1, +1]. Labelling functions can be equivalently
represented as vectors y ∈ [−1, +1]n. Let ŷ ∈ [−1, +1]n be
a possible labelling for n instances. We can see ŷ as a
(l + u) = n dimensional vector, where the first l indices refer
to already labelled instances, and the last u to unlabelled
instances: ŷ = [ŷl , ŷu].
Consistency of ŷ with respect to original labels can be forPl
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ad 0 otherwise, is the unnormalized graph Laplacian. A
different criterion, discussed in [13, 14], measures it as
(D−0.5ŷ)T L(D−0.5ŷ). Another regularization term in the
form of ||ŷ||2 (or ||ŷu||2, as in [13]) can be added to the final
cost function to prefer smaller values in ŷ.
Putting the pieces together, we obtain two quadratic cost
criteria discussed in the literature, namely Regression on
Graph [1] (RG) and the Consistency Method [13] (CM):
RG: cost(ŷ) = ||ŷl − yl ||2 + µŷT Lŷ + µ||ŷ||2;
CM: cost(ŷ) = ||ŷl − yl ||2 + µ(D−0.5ŷ)T L(D−0.5ŷ) + ||ŷu||2.
This work proposes using quadratic cost criteria as a solution to the transductive class-membership prediction problem. Finding a minimum ŷ for a predefined cost criterion
is equivalent to finding a labelling function f ∗ in the form
f ∗ : IndC (K) 7→ [−1, +1], where the labelling returned for a
generic training individual a ∈ IndC (K) correspond to the
value in ŷ in the position mapped to a. An advantage of
quadratic cost criteria is that their minimization reduces to
solving a large sparse linear system [13, 3], a problem in
whose time complexity is nearly linear in the number of nonzero entries in the coefficient matrix [3, ch. 11].
4. Preliminary Empirical Evaluations
Following the procedure in [11], we evaluated the proposed approaches based on graph regularization and
quadratic criteria with Soft-Margin SVM (discussed in
[11] to induce robust classifiers from formal ontologies)
and its SSL extension Laplacian SVM [3, ch. 12].
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